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Service Expansion, 30 New Coaches
Draw Tax Raise in Budget Approval
A $1.5,232,000 budget was approved
by the AC Transit board of directors this
month, calling for at least 30 new "Transit Liner" buses, additional service expansion and a tax increase of 9.6 cents
to help pay for the improvements.
Purchase of new buses at a cost of
$855,000 to replace obsolete equipment
more than 15 years old is provided in the
operating estimate, plus funds for almost 500,000 miles of new and more frequent bus service.
The district currently is operating
about 22,750,000 miles a year. The 30
new buses will raise to 310 the number
of "Transit Liners" placed into service
since the district commenced operation
two and a half years ago.
Financing the budget will require a
tax rate of 12.5 cents per $100 of assessed
valuation. The current district levy of
2.9 cents has been in effect since 1959.
Tax Breakdown

A breakdown of the new tax rate includes 5.5 cents for new buses and other
capital replacements, totaling $9lO,000,
and 7 cents to pay debt service on the
district's bond issue, amounting to
$1,202,000 for the year.
AC buses are expected, during the new
fiscal year, to carry 53,lOO,000 passengers, an increase of 3 percent over the
current year's patronage.
In approving the · budget, directors
stressed their desire to continue upgrad-

ing the AC bus fleet to improve service
for present riders and to continue attracting new customers to the system.
The district has received national acclaim for its high level of passenger service and patronage gains, as a result of
this goal of improvement and expansion.
Acclaim for Service

District income of $13,l32,000 will be
adequate to meet all operating expenses.
The remaining $2,112,000 will come from
tax revenue.
The new budget, which takes effect
July 1, is approximately $710,000 higher
than that for the current year's operations, with most of the increase due to
higher labor costs and service expansions.
Wages and salaries account for
$9,600,000, and pensions, health and welfare, $453,000-a total of $lO,053,000 or
77 percent of all operation expenses.
Other major expenses include taxes
and bridge tolls, $958,200, and fuel, oil
and tires, $650,lOO.
The district was able to break even on
the current year's budget by using surplus funds from prior year operations,
plus savings from self-insurance.
General Manager K. F. Hensel said
the staff would continue to analyze each
of the district's lines to bring operations
up to date with past growth and to get
in shape for future progress and population changes.

Service Improved to Meet Area Needs
Speedier .and more efficient service
was inaugurated this month for both
transbay and local passengers in line
with district efforts to rejuvenate East
Bay Transit operators.
The improvements, which affected a
good portion of the district's riders,
ranged from a speed-up in trans bay
travel times to expansion of transbay
service into new areas.
Specifically, directors approved these
changes:
Line C-Piedmont.

Extension of basic service to a new
terminal at Highland and Magnolia
Aves., beginning June 30, to bring bus
transportation to the center of Piedmont.
Inauguration of new
on Line C, effective July
ing time by one-third
using peak hour express

express service
1, to cut travelfor passengers
buses.

The new routing along Oakland Ave.,
Bayo Vista Ave. and Harrison St. to the
MacArthur Freeway not only cuts 12
minutes from previous schedules, but
provides transbay service for the first
time for riders in the vicinity of Oakland
Ave. - Harrison St.
Line R-HClyward

Basic midday and Saturday service on
the transbay Line R - Hayward service
was rerouted via High St. and the Nimitz
Freeway, lopping eight minutes from
former traveling time.
Line K-HClvenscourt

Direct transbay service for commuters
living in area along Bancroft Ave. was
provided by extending peak hour Line K
express service to new terminal at Bancroft and 98th Aves. Basic Line K local
service continues to operate via East 14th
St. to Lakeshore Ave. and MacArthur
Freeway, but with a bus every 30 minutes, instead of every 45 minutes.
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Line 53-Fruitvale Ave.

Service was stepped up on the Fruitvale Ave. line to provide a bus every 20
minutes during the heavy patronized
midday period and on Saturdays.
As an added convenience to passengers, the district also began distribution
during the month of the first public timetable for Lines 51 and 58, which connect
downtown Berkeley, Oakland and Alameda.
Because of frequency of service, the
line previously was the only district bus
route without a timetable. Issuing of the
schedule, with minor changes becoming
effective July 1, fulfills the goal of having
a timetable for every AC Transit bus line.

AC Transit Sells Muni
Passes to Aid Riders
AC Transit commenced selling Muni
Sunday passes at the Transbay Transit
Terminal this month for the convenience
of East Bay riders who want to go sightseeing in San Francisco.
The· district decided on the "good
neighbor" gesture after transbay bus passengers expressed difficulty in finding a
nearby store to purchase the Muni excursion ticket.
The Muni pass, which sells for 50
cents, is not sold on San Francisco buses
or street cars and can only be purchased
from cable car operators, at car barns
and at certain designated downtown San
Francisco stores.
Under the new arrangement, transbay
patrons can purchase the pass at the
terminal ticket office, First and Mission
Sts. and start from there on their Sunday
excursions.
San Francisco visitors, in tum, can purchase AC Transit's Sunday and holiday
Summer Fun Pass at the terminal ticket
office or from bus operators.

'Sunshine Specials' Provide First Summer
Bus Transportation to Regional Paries
Two "sunshine specials" were inaugurated this month providing bus service
for the first time through Charles Lee
Tilden Regional Park and to the Thomas
J. Roberts recreational area.
The new summer vacation service was
added to assist more local residents, and
San Francisco visitors as well, in enjoying
a portion of the East Bay's "top of the
world" regional park facilities.
The Tilden Park shuttle, operated on a
30-minute schedule, provides a sweeping
view of the Bay Area from Grizzly Peak
Blvd., before it turns down into the park
to the Lake Anza and merry-go-round
areas, picnic facilities, playing fields,
pony rides, trout pond, tennis courts,
hiking trails and nature areas.
The shuttle, Line 7-A, operates from
Grizzly Peak Blvd. and Euclid Ave. between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., with two trips
after 6 p.m. for all-day visitors.
Both the Tilden and the Roberts Park
"sunshine specials" run on weekdays,
avoiding traffic congestion which bottles
the regional parks on most week-ends
and holidays.
The Tilden Park bus makes direct connections with Line 7, providing both

local and transbay passengers a common
transfer point at University and Shattuck
Aves. in downtown Berkeley.
It was expected to be a vacation
"boom" to mothers and youngsters, who
can take full advantage of park facilities
without getting involved with automobile
transportation.
It also opens the semi-wilderness area
of the regional park, with its vistas and
its facilities, to sight-seeing passengers,
particularly older visitors.
The Roberts Park special, operating on
an hourly schedule, provides direct access to the heated swimming pool, along
with other play and picnic facilities.
The special, Line 77A, connects with
Line 76 at Moraga Ave. and Medau
Place in Montclair and also with Line 18
at Leimert Blvd., and Oakmore Rd.
Visitors to Lake Temescal Regional
Park will have improved Saturday service starting on July 6, when Lines 59
and 76 begin operating direct to downtown Oakland and Jack London Square,
instead of terminating on Saturdays at
41st St. and Piedmont Ave. The extension will give Saturday, as well as weekday, swimmers and sun-bathers, direct
transit service to the lake area

SPLASH - New vacation
time bus service to regional parks will bring
this "mountain lake" to
swimmers and sunbathers in a matter of minutes. Tilden Park also
offers boating and that
"outdoor" feeling.
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AC / transit PASSENGER REVENUE ... COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS YEAR
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Despite only 11 days of clear weather during April,
AC Transit passenger revenueiOf $1,034,048 experienced
PASSENGERS
a gain of 1.4 per cent over the same month a year ago.
Percentage Change
Nationwide, the transit industry showed a decrease
from Previous Year
in patronage of 0.7 per cent. In California, however,
the riding trend generally sloped more steeply down- '+ 10%1-------...,
ward, with San Diego showing a decrease of 10.3 per
+8%1-------------1
cent; Sacramento, 5.6 per cent and San Francisco, 1.9
per cent, compared to a year ago.
+6%~-------------1
AC Transit carried 4,342,746 passengers on its local
+4%~------------~
and transbay lines in April, 70,308 more than were
+2%1---------------1
carried in April, 1962. Commute book sales were
$174,872, as compared to $162,897 a year ago, a boost
of 7.4 per cent.
-2%~-------------1
Passenger revenue, plus other income, totaled $1,-4%~------------~
111,198, and was sufficient to meet operational costs
of $1,063,061, which were up 8.14 per cent over a year
~6%~------------~
ago. Income was not adequate, however, to provide
-8%~------~
for full amortization and depreciation and bond debt
requirements, leaving a deficit for the month of $128,ACTRANSIT
093. Miles operated totaled 1,898,745, an increase of U. S. TRANSIT INDUSTRY
79,864 miles, or 4.4 per cent over April, 1962.
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Residents gave an enthusiastic report
on the comfort of new type European
bucket seats after they had a chance to
both "see and sit" during the exhibit of
an AC Transit bus in Alameda this
month.
The bus, displayed at the Alameda
City Hall parking lot, was toured by
hundreds of residents during the twoday observance of Alameda Community
Service Week.
The coach was especially fitted with
samples of the new seats to give the
public a chance to test for themselves
seating innovations being considered by
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Bucket Seats Get Enthusiastic Reaction

A promotional folder-inviting shoppers to "Come on Downtown . . . The
Ride's on Us!" were being distributed by
the downtown center division of the
Berkeley Chamber of Commerce this
month to develop use of the "Ride &
Shop" plan.
The folder gives details of the free
bus ride service provided by AC Transit
and more than 40 downtown Berkeley
firms. Included is a listing of Berkeley
concerns where coupons, first obtained
from AC bus drivers, can be exchanged
for tokens after a minimum purchase.
As an alternate service, the folder also
includes information on "Park & Shop"
courtesies extended through parking lot
validation facilities.
Downtown business firms are mailing
the folders to their customers. The folders also are being distributed through
the "Welcome Wagon" to new residents.
Since the free bus riding plan was
recently revised to include use of tokens,
instead of validated coupons, the impact
has been particularly noticeable to participating firms, who now have day by
day proof of the response to the service.

the district. Their reaction, on cards
made available to express their views,
was all-out favorable.
Comments ranged from "softer", and
"more comfortable" to how they "felt
better to the back."
The bus also featured a historical collection of photographs of the past 100
years, treating viewers to the "old" in
transportation, as well as the new.
The photographs, mounted in the
space usually reserved for advertising
cards, included pictures of Alameda in
its early transit days.

IN MEMORIAM
A veteran motorman and conductor,
whose service began in 1910, shortly after
the last East Bay horse car went to pasture, died in May 16. He was Manuel J.
Correia, 71, of 38187 Alta Drive, Fremont, pensioned in 1957.
Death came on June 3 to Steve J.
Pryschuk, 72, of 813A Adams St., Albany,
painter and assistant foreman in the paint
shop at Emeryville division. He entered
service in 1935 and was pensioned in
1961.
Frederick Dobbins, 75, who went to
work as a street car operator in 1919
and worked as a motor coach-driver from
1935 until he retired in 1954, died on
March 25. Mr. Dobbins made his home
at 7010 Fresno St., Oakland.
William C. Camier, 82, who went to
work in January, 1920, and served as a
street car operator and ticket collector
before his retirement in 1948, died on
April 29. He lived at 560 Dolores Ave.,
San Leandro.
Luka Aleksic, 73, of 1215 Poplar St.,
Apt. 3, Oakland, died on May 8, a few
days after the death of his wife. He entered service in 1926 and worked as a
street car operator, watchman and towerman. He was pensioned in 1958.
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LONG AGO - The Fountain of Western Waters
in Court of Pacifica, as it
looked in 1939, when
the Golden Gate International Exposition opened
on Treasure Island. This
was looking south towards Tower of the Sun.

ISLAND TOURS-An AC Transit bus makes last island stop before heading toward
Bay Bridge on its regular Treasure Island run. San Francisco skyline is in background.

MANY CHANGES - The
fountain today, one of
few ghosts on Treasure
Island Naval Station, is
now filled with soil and
lawn. Barracks at left
cover former Vacationland building and Tower
of the Sun. Eucalyptus
trees remain from original island planting.

For millions of visitors, it was the
World's Fair of all world's fairs, with
a Tower of the Sun rising 30 stories tall,
over a fabulous collection of courts, gardens and exhibits.
Following the close of the fair, Treasure Island was ruled out as an airport
and the Navy traded off some land near
San Francisco Airport in exchange for
harbor facilities and other military advantages offered by the island.
Today, there is little left of the fair's
glimmer and enchantment-only a small
ghost here and there.

Ghosts Still Linger at Treasure Island
If you weren't here in the early 1930's,
it would be hard to believe. There stood
Goat Island, disconnected and alone in
the Bay, her fog horns warning of nearby
shoals.
The U.S. Army Engineers had determined the bay waters north of the island offered the perfect spot for a manmade island, a site for a World's Fair, an
international airport of the future.
This was an era, it seemed, that anything could be done. Construction of the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and
the Golden Gate Bridge were proving
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that. And so Treasure Island arose, as
they used to say, "like a floating island
in the bay."
Wonder if they ever visualized the
"magic isle" as a Naval base, with AC
Transit buses whisking "white hats" to
San Francisco and Oakland in almost the
same time it took a ferry boat to dock
and unload?
Construction work started, buildings
went up, sculptors bent their trowels and
the miracle that became the Golden Gate
International Exposition came into being,
opening in 1939.

Elephant Trains

Public transportation has finally returned, though. It used to be ferry boats,
buses to the gates, elephant trains, private cars and a lot of walking. Now, for
AC Transit it is a regular transbay bus
route, Line T, operating not only to the
island but into the island quarters as
well.
Before the Navy changed its policy
and opened up the island gates, revenue
for the line averaged $2,275 a week or
27.35 cents per mile. Now, for the week
of June 2, as an example, revenue was
$3,736 or 43.52 cents per mile . . . and
growing.

Visitors would find little remaining
from exposition days. The administration
building is still there-very business like.
And the two hangars remain, recogniza ble, after their brief life as the Hall of
Air Transportation and the Palace of
Fine and Decorative Arts.
Key System Pier

Trees are there-marking outlines of
buildings which are long-gone. The eastern Key System pier-which turned out
to be a briefly-used mistake, because of
strong tidal currents, hasn't yet collapsed.
And there's the Fountain of Western
Waters, alone in the midst of barracks,
which stood at the foot of Pacifica-the
theme of the exposition and entrance
way for thousands of ferry-boat arrivals.
The fountain now is chipped a bit, as
was its theme, "a peaceful meeting of
East and West". The bubbling fountain
also has been filled in with a relief map,
soil and lawn. But surrounding the fountain edges the young native still rides
his alligator, the boy still spears a fish,
and the Modern American Woman, Indian W'oman, and Primitive Woman and
other statues remain, symbolizing the
times and hopes of the Thirties.
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Transit Trails Booklet Points Way
T0 Tours of Discovery in East: Bay
An invitation to "go exploring" by bus
was extended to East Bay residents-and
San Francisco visitors, as well - this
month as a new issue of "Sunshine Trails"
rolled off the press for summer planning.
The free booklet contains 14 illustrated bus "tours of discovery" on the
east side of San Francisco Bay, along
with information on which transit lines
to use to "have fun in the sun" on a relaxing bus excursion.
The 32-page tour book includes some
of the trips which were especially popular during the past year, along with updated information. It also features new
tours, including "Richmond and Art,"
Oakland's three museums, regional parks,
rose gardens and a different look at Lake
Merritt-through a bus-boat ride.
Other suggested trips include the
Knowland State Arboretum and Park,
where things have moved up, as well as
"way out", University of California, Jack
London Square, Hayward Memorial
Park, Alameda South Shore, Fishing
Piers and Boats, Children's Fairyland,

Safe Driving Award
Double orders of coffee and doughnuts were in order in April and May
as Emeryville and Richmond division
drivers won "safety bogey" contests.
Richmond drivers had a record of
13,837 miles per accident in April and
12,293 miles in May, while Emeryville
operators turned in a record of 13,980
miles per accident in April and 12,986
miles in May.
The totals are reached by dividing
the number of miles operated by each
division during the month by the number of accidents. The "bogey"-making
use of the familiar golf term-is the goal
chosen for the month for the operators
to try to at least equal in number of
miles per accident.
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Bernard Maybeck tour, Kaiser Center.
The booklet is available at the district's general offices, Latham Square
Building, 16th and Telegraph, in the
customer's service bureau on the fourth
floor, and at the Transbay Transit Terminal at First and Mission Sts., San Francisco.

New Workers Assigned
To District Positions
The following new employees joined
AC Transit during May:
_
General Offices
Data Processing: David Dale Simpson, 431 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, tabulating machine operator.
Emeryville Division
Bus Operators: J. G. McClendon, 254-A
Clementina St., San Francisco; L. W.
Gardner, 205 East MacArthur Blvd., Oakland; L. S. Roudabush, 1115 Lafayette
St., Alameda; F. M. Tinkham, 13 Kingston Rd., Berkeley; M. A. Telle, 640
Gelbke Lane, Concord; Howard Jones,
1215 Linden St., Oakland.
Richmond Division
Bus Operators: M. C. Chuba, 139 Ohio
St., Vallejo; A. J. Foley, 291 Mar Vista
Rd., Pittsburgh; D. E. Morgan, 4266
Mercer Ct., Concord.
Seminary Division
Automotive: Donald Eugene Anderson, 935 Solano Ave., Albany, service
employee "B."
Bus Operators: R. W. Colfer, 548 105th Ave., Oakland; W. P. Monaghan,
15119 Crosby St., San Leandro; L. N.
Couch, 569 LeBanon St., Hayward; J. V.
Wright, 18349 Redwood Rd., Castro Valley; L. E. Keplinger, 20879 Wilbeam
Ave., Apt. 2, Castro Valley; Lorenzo Caracciolo, 5328 Anza St., San Francisco;
J. A. Puncekar, 390 Alquise Rd., Apt. 9,
Hayward.

AC Transit is proud to reprint below a few of the many letters of commendation
received during the month - letters unsolicited from residents of the East Bay who
own the transit system. Letters were selected at random to represent the quality of
courtesy, service and safety demonstrated by AC personnel in their most important
relationship with our customers.

. . . the driver (c. C. FERRELL) had
many passengers . . . all needing information ... He gave each passenger individual attention, assuring each one he
could call their stop. In spite of the fact
he had many persons all going in different directions, he called stops, told the
people on which comer to wait for a bus
and, in fact, made each person glad he
had the opportunity to ride bus 721 . . .
Alice M. Gunn,
Oakland
I especially want to take time to write
a note regarding a Mr. Reynolds (T. H.
REYNOLDS) on the San Francisco bus run
(to praise) his courtesy to all passengers
and courtesy to drivers on the highway
. . . California needs many drivers like
him ...
Mrs. Mary Lou Farrell,
Oakland
I wish to express my sincere thanks to
the bus driver who turned in my hymnal
to your offices, to the one who gave me
information to your new office and to the
lady (MARTHA NIELSEN) who took it
upon herself to deliver the hymnal in
person to me at Salem Rome. What a
wonderful personnel you have working
in the district . . .
Ida Johnson,
Oakland
. . . it was pouring rain. And this bus
driver (G. E. GRANDISON) would drive
very slowly to the curbs so as not to

splash water on the passengers . . . he
would also drive right up to the curb so
they didn't need to step into the water.
Mrs~ M. Dolores Botts,
Hayward
lI>

lI>

lI>

An envelope containing several Easter
cards, each with a dollar enclosed, was
lost on one of your buses . . . Yesterday
we received in the mail a packet containing all the cards and money. We wanted
to bring to your attention the fine honest
person you have working in your coach
yard (TONI RODRIGUES).
Mrs. Howard Symonds,
Oakland
I would like to put in a good word for
driver #270 (T. M. NOVACEK). I have the
feeling he is just what you would like to
hope that all your drivers would be, for
he certainly creates a good impression. I
especially appreciate his cheerful greeting as I get on the bus . . . sure helps to
set the day off in a happy direction.
Donald R. Roberts,
El Cerrito
I would like to ... highly praise one
of your bus drivers ( EDDIE AVERY). He is
outstanding in the careful way he handles the bus. But the cheerful and courteous way he handles the people on his
bus is certainly to be commended. I have
ridden buses for years ... but he beats
them all ...
D. H. Thomas,
Oakland
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What the Editors Are Saying About Transit

By Virginia Dennison

The Buffalo (N.Y.) News:

Lanes For Buses
CITY is the latest AmeriN EWcanYORK
community to try to speed rush
hour traffic by setting aside special street
lanes for buses-one of the simplest ways
to ease urban congestion short of abolishing travel.
The exclusive bus lane idea was first
instihlted in 1956 by Nashville. It has
since been adopted in various forms by
many other large cities, including Rochester. Because buses do not have to pull
in and out from curbs into other traffic
lanes, the system is credited with speed-

ing the movement of other vehicles as
well as of buses them5elves. And making
buses go faster is one means of persuading more motorists to use public transit,
thus further reducing congestions.
It is most regrettable that despite many
years of appeals by Niagara Frontier
Transit System and The (Buffalo) News,
Buffalo officials have not so much as
given the idea a try. Are we going to
wait until every other large city in the
United States has proved its feasibility
and usefulness first?

New York City Tries Reserved Bus Lanes
Exclusive but lanes-a project of several major transit properties across the
nation-are being given a trial on two
m'ljor thoroughfares in New York.
Restrictions on the use of curb lanes
on a main street in Brooklyn and on
Staten Island were established by City
Traffic Commissioner Henry A. Barnes
under a long-range goal of extending the
same exclusive lanes to other downtown
streets.
Lanes would be set aside only on
routes or parts of routes where buses
carry more persons per lane per hour
th'ln automobiles would carry during
the same period.
The curb lanes are reserved for buses
between 7 and 9 a.m. and 4 and 7 p.m.
every day except Sunday. Trucks and
private cars may enter the designated
lanes during those hours only when making a right turn into an intersecting
street.
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Supervisor May Leave Transit - But He'll
Still be Putting the 'Show on the Road'

The project resulted from a civic effort to encourage use of transit service
instead of private cars for shopping and
business trips. The two streets are used
by 440 buses on nine trunk lines during
rush hours. About 21,000 passengers ride
the buses in the five hour perior.
New "Park & Ride" facilities were
made available to bus riders this month
at the Fairway Park Shopping Center,
Mission Blvd. and Gresel St. at the
southern limits of Hayward.
Use of the center for the free park
and ride courtesy was made with the
cooperation of the Toro Development
Company.
As a result, residents from outlying
areas can now park free of charge all
day at the center, while making use of
district express service to Hayward, San
Leandro, San Lorenzo, Oakland and
San Francisco.

Fred Hymes didn't expect to stay more
than a few months when he took a job
with Key System back in 1923. And he
never intended to get into show business.
Now, more than 40 years later, Hymes
has found he kept a promise and earned
quite a reputation, as a bus supervisor
and a showman, as well.
He plans to retire from the first categoryOct. 1, but the district's loss may be
a gain for "show biz". He'll have more
time to devote to the variety shows which
have earned his wife a noted reputation.
Hymes himself is no slouch in putting
acts together, handling the lights and
the mike and getting the artists to run
through th€ir performance with the same
"on schedule" and "good job" he expects
from bus operators.
The combination of activities came
about during World War II.
A Louisiana youth who started to work
at the age of 13, Fred was just about the
best trapper in his home state by the
time he was 16. In 1918, he returned from
trapping to transit, becoming a motorman
in New Orleans.
For the next five years, he kept traveling, but made one lucky stop before
heading west. In Algiers, La., he met and
married his wife, Agnes, a talented musician and composer.
He was working forthe San Jose Peninsula Ry. when he heard rumors the
"red trains" were going out of business.
That sent him to Oakland and the Key
System.
"Old Mr. Potter called me a 'boomer'
and asked if I was going to stay. I said
I was, but I really didn't mean it - I
planned to go back to trapping that winter."
Hyrnes went to work in March, 1923,
found he liked both the job and Oak-

BROADWAY BEAT - Supervisor Fred
Hymes, who is retiring from AC Transit
but not from "show biz," checks out
another veteran, driver Ed Derbidge.

land, and he has been here since, with
over 33 years of that time as a supervisor.
He and his wife live at 5401 Foothill
Blvd., in Oakland.
Mrs. Hyrne's talents took on added
importance in World War II when she
started staging variety shows for the
U.S.O. She's still producing shows, one
or two a week, many of them for military
installations.
Fred started out by helping with the
lights, added talent here and there and
now takes over complete shows when
his wife is busy with other productions.
After he retires, he'll have more time
to help out with the shows, but he also
plans to do some hunting and fishing and
pay a visit to Louisiana.
And who knows what might happen
when he gets that close to Broadway?
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ACTIONS OF THE BOARD
At an adjourned regular meeting May
22, 1963, the Board of Directors:
· Directed the General Manager to
secure specifications for purchase of 30
new motor coaches and authorized publication of notice requesting bids, on motion of Vice President Coburn.
• Directed Attorney to make appropriate representations to the Legislature,
if deemed necessary, to request application of benefits to all forms of mass transit in gas tax bill SB344, on motion of
Vice President Coburn.
• Retained accounting form of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery to perform audit of district financial records
for 1962-63 fiscal year, on motion of Director McDonnell.
• Approved new summer bus service
to Tilden Park and Roberts Park, more
frequent midday service on Line 53Fruitvale Ave., new night service on
Line 54-35th Ave. and authorized landscaping on Macdonald Ave. at Richmond
division at a cost not to exceed $175, on
motion of Director Warren.
· Changed prescribed time of regular
meetings of Board of Directors, held on
second Wednesday of each month, to
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4 p .m ., on motion of Vice President Coburn.
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At the regular meeting of June 12,
1963, the Board of Directors:
• Approved operating estimates for
1963-64 fiscal year, on motion of Director McDonnell.

New Signs Simplify Use of Sysl:em
New metal information signs were installed this month at 79 bus stops in
downtown Hayward and San Leandro
as part of the district's program to simplify use of the bus system.
The new multi-colored signs include
the route number of each line observing
the stop, the line's destination, principal

streets of travels and information concerning hours of operation.
An innovation in the industry, the signs
are designed to help new riders tell
quickly and easily which bus to take to
reach their destination. Similar signs will
be installed in major downtown areas
throughout the East Bay.
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